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Abstract Since the 2008 financial crisis, China has been undergoing an economic transition
consisting of prioritizing green economic and sustainable development instead of rapid growth driven by
large-scale investment. However, there is still a lack of fine print on how subregional effort can contribute
to national or full supply chain mitigation plans, especially downscaling to the city level. To bridge this
knowledge gap, we selected Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration, one of the economic centers but also featured
by intensive emission for decades, to analyze the emission variance and driving forces from 2012 to 2015
as a case study. Based on the consumption accounting framework, the carbon emissions of Jing-Jin-Ji have
decreased by 11.7 Mt CO2 in total over the study period, and most cities showed the similar descending
trend. The driving forces show that the emission intensity and production structure have largely reduced
Jing-Jin-Ji's total due to measurements of economic transition. For instance, Beijing has decreased by
28.7 Mt of emission reduction which led by declined emission intensity. By contrast, per capita demands
and growth of its population were the primary forces to increase emissions. To conclude, although the
mitigation achievement is undeniable, we should also note that the economic transition has not changed
the uneven pattern of selected urban agglomeration so far.
Plain Language Summary

Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration is one of the most key mitigation
hotspots, where is home to 8% of the population and accounts for 10% of the national gross domestic
product (GDP). With China entering a new economic development stage, Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration
has experienced economic transition, which refers to moving away from the heavy manufactory sector
toward service industry and high value-added manufacturing. These supply reforms had an effect on
consumption-based carbon emissions in the Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration. Here, we focused on
these effects and their driving factors due to economic transition. We found total consumption-based
carbon emissions of Jing-Jin-Ji has decreased during 2012–2015. Most cities also showed the same
declining trend, while Tianjin and less developed cities in Hebei province like Hengshui have increased
consumption-based emissions. When looking into the driving forces, decreased emission intensity has
contributed to emissions mitigation mostly. By contrast, both per capita demands and the growth of
population induced more carbon emissions. In general, the economic transition benefited Jing-Jin-Ji
carbon emissions mitigation, but the uneven pattern that consumption-based emissions lead by Beijing
and Tianjin was not changed, and even could lead to more carbon emissions to undeveloped cities.
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After the 2008 financial crisis, China entered a new stage of economic transition, formulated as “the new
normal,” in which economic patterns shifted from rapid to lower growth but with a focus on higher quality
(Mi et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2020). The pattern of economic growth gradually shifted toward low investment and high consumption (Grubb et al., 2015), with a move away from heavy manufactory sector toward
service industry and high value-added manufacturing (Green & Stern, 2015). In the new normal era, China
prioritized environmental sustainability and a low carbon society, by developing clean energy and cleaning
the energy mix (Zheng, Mi, et al., 2019; Zheng, Zhang, et al., 2019). This shift in economic growth patterns
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and the change in industrial structure curbed the growth of China's carbon emissions (Guan et al., 2018;
Jackson et al., 2016). However, although measurements have been promoted in all the industrial sectors and
on a national-wide scale, the fine print of subregional plans is still progressing slowly, as either emission
variance or their driving forces behind are still not clear (Zhang, Bai, et al., 2021; Zhang, Yi, et al., 2021).
To make up this knowledge gap, varied attempts from regions (Zheng et al., 2020), prefectures (Z. Wang
et al., 2018), or even cities (Feng et al., 2014) have been made to enrich the content of national-wide mitigation policies. With the increasing urbanization and booming urban population, cities are not only the home
to half of the population but are also the primary carrier of production and consumption activities, and thus
a major target of climate change mitigation efforts (Li et al., 2019). For example, the urbanization rate of
China has increased from 36.22% to 59.6%, in the beginning two decades of the 20th century, and is predicted to reach 70% by 2030 (UNDP, 2013). In recent decades, a new characteristic of urbanization appeared,
which is adjacent cities comprised urban agglomeration. In 2016, building 19 urban agglomerations have
been proposed in the 13th 5-year plan in China (National Development and Reform Commission, 2016).
Those urban clusters account for 29.1% of the territory but have 75.2% of population and 80.05% of GDP
(Zheng et al., 2017). The high concentration of industry, large energy consumption, and rapid population
growth have brought massive carbon emissions in those urban agglomerations, which brings a new challenge to achieve the 2060 net-zero target (Xinhuanet, 2020).
As one of China's largest urban agglomerations, Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration, which includes Beijing,
Tianjin, and 11 cities of Hebei Province (Figure S1), is home to 8% of the population and accounts for 10%
of the national gross domestic product (GDP) (Zheng, Mi, et al., 2019; Zheng, Zhang, et al., 2019). With
the economic development, Jing-Jin-Ji faces severe environmental problems, particularly in air pollution
(Li et al., 2019), water scarcity (Zhao et al., 2017), and high greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) (Chen &
Chen, 2019). In particular, carbon emission has more than tripled from 1997 to 2015 (Fan et al., 2019). Although several policies have been put into practice in emissions mitigation, most of them have little effect.
One of the problems is the energy mix dominated by coal in Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration for the long
term. For example, Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration consumed 370 million Tecs of coal, almost 5% of global
coal consumption in 2012 (National Energy Administration, 2014). Despite the implementation of policies
such as “using natural gas rather than coal,” the proportion of clean energy consumption is still relatively
low. Besides, cities in Hebei province, which encircles Beijing and Tianjin, make heavy industries such as
iron and steel as pillar industry (W. Chen et al., 2017). Raw steel production in Hebei province reached 240
million tons in 2019, which more than double that of India (the world's second-largest raw steel producer)
(World Steel Association, 2021). The single industrial organization makes it Hebei province hard to change
industrial structure in a short term, which further aggravates the difficulties in regional emission mitigation. Furthermore, the economic development and distribution of industry in the urban agglomeration are
hugely uneven. Beijing is dominated by the service sectors, while Tangshan and Handan in Hebei Province
are known for their heavy manufactory (Zhang, Bai, et al., 2021; Zhang, Yi, et al., 2021). To undertake industrial relocation from Beijing, cities in Hebei province have undertaken a large number of heavy industries,
which further exacerbates the uneven distribution of carbon emissions in Jing-Jin-Ji (Li et al., 2019). Now,
after the financial crisis in 2008, Jing-Jin-Ji's GDP growth rate slowed down, shifting from high speed to
medium-high speed, stepping into the “new normal ear” (which refers to a new pattern of economic development). The special economic development mode offers a turning point for emissions mitigation (Zheng,
Mi, et al., 2019; Zheng, Zhang, et al., 2019). At the same time, a series of policies have been promulgated in
Jing-Jin-Ji, one of the urgent tasks is to step up urban cooperation to decelerate CO2 emissions (National
Development and Reform Commission, 2015). However, the issue of what is carbon emissions patterns
inside the Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration and whether they have changed are still not clear, due to the
data regarding city-level remains insufficient. Therefore, we notice the knowledge gap and keep watching
on subregional carbon emissions patterns and their forces driving, which can help Jing-Jin-Ji getting out of
hard emissions mitigation trouble.
A growing literature has sought to quantify carbon emissions in Jing-Jin-Ji (Zhang et al., 2019; Zheng
et al., 2017). However, due to poor accessibility and timeliness of the city-level IO table, most scholars focused on single-year emissions patterns before 2012 and ignored the carbon emissions variation trend and
its driving force (Zheng, Mi, et al., 2019; Zheng, Zhang, et al., 2019). In our study, we considered subregional
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geospatial in Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration and revealed the resulting due to supply reforms introduced
as part of the economic transition. Hence, first, an extended IO analysis model was used to account for
the consumption-based CO2 emissions of the 13 cities, describing the characteristics of the industry and
the distinct role the 13 cities played. Second, this study illustrated the changes in transfer of hidden carbon emissions along supply chains in the urban agglomeration and identified the critical induced sectors
and driving cities behind. Finally, using the structural decomposition analysis method (SDA), we further
explored the main drivers of changes in carbon emissions in each city, as a result of economic transition.
Special attention is paid to the effects of the new normal and the features of carbon emissions patterns in
Jing-Jin-Ji. Here, we pay more attention to a subregional emissions pattern and explore the driving factors
behind it, which enriches the city level emissions contents and conducive to making subregional emission
mitigation goals. The detailed analysis reveals the carbon emissions characteristics from a consumption
perspective and can also be used as a reference for researching other urban agglomerations within China
and elsewhere.

2. Literature Review
Consumption-based accounting from the perspective of consumers redraws carbon emission responsibilities and can curb carbon emissions by controlling the flow of the supply chains, which better reflects the
impact of human activities on global climate change (Barrett et al., 2013; Z.-M. Chen et al., 2018; Meng
et al., 2017). There are numerous studies on consumption-based carbon emissions at the global and national
levels (Zhang et al., 2020). For instance, Davis and Caldeira (2010)'s focused on global 113 countries and regions. Knight and Schor (2014) studied 29 high-income countries. National level consumption-based carbon
emissions studies in the UK (Druckman & Jackson, 2009), the USA (Bin & Dowlatabadi, 2005), Australia
(Steininger et al., 2018), and even in developing countries like India (Huang et al., 2021) and China (Wiedenhofer et al., 2017) were all shown by scholars. Within the last few years, studies in higher resolution geographic spatial like urban agglomeration, province, and city carbon emissions have been increased interest
by scholars (Heinonen et al., 2020). For example, Hasegawa et al. (2015) analyzed prefectural carbon footprints in Japan for the first time. Heinonen and Junnila (2011) proposed a hybrid life cycle assessment (LCA)
and calculated two metropolitan areas in Finland. Long and Yoshida (2018) used a city-level Input-Output model and paid attention to the center city of Japan- Tokyo. A major UK city, Bristol, was also studied
by Millward-Hopkins et al. (2017). As for China, subnational consumption-based emissions inventory has
also been establishing (Zhang et al., 2014). Feng et al. (2013) calculated consumption-based CO2 emissions
among Chinese provinces and found severe interprovincial carbon leakage. Shao et al. (2018) measured the
consumption-based carbon emissions in 30 Chinese regions during 2007–2010. Mi et al. (2016) calculated
the consumption-based CO2 emissions of 13 representative Chinese cities and compared consumption-based
with production-based emissions. Feng et al. (2014) focused on the consumption-based emissions of four
Chinese megacities (Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Chongqing), and found that consumption was responsible
for a significant proportion of emissions to its territory and that it increased emissions in neighboring provinces through the supply chain. The detailed spatial scales of consumption-based emissions studies indicate
that city could have a much greater impact on reducing CO2 emissions.
In order to explore the drivers behind changes in carbon emission, the structure decomposition analysis
(SDA) method is widely used by scholars, especially in energy consumption and carbon emissions studies
(Seo et al., 2018; Su et al., 2013). When looking into China's CO2 emissions, in early studies, some scholars
explored the driving factors of emissions changes due to rapid economic development. For example, Guan
et al. (2008) used the SDA model to explore the drivers behind the rapid increase in China's emissions
from 1981 to 2002. They found changes in population and household consumption patterns contributed
to increasing more emissions. Zhu et al. (2012) investigated changes in residential indirect emissions from
1992 to 2005 in China. The results revealed that carbon emission intensity was the most significant contributor to reducing carbon emissions. With China entering a new phase of economic development “new
normal,” there has been a shift of driving forces analysis from the impact of rapid economic development
to the effect of economic transition. Mi et al. (2017) attached importance to determinants of China's carbon emission changes during 2005–2012. They found the largest restrain factors shifted from efficiency
improved to structural optimized in the economic transition. From a Chinese export emissions perspective,
BAI ET AL.
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Mi et al. (2017) revealed growth in export volume induced CO2 increased, while changes in production
structure and efficiency gains decreased after the global financial crisis. Zheng et al. (2020) divided China into eight regions and paid attention to regional heterogeneity of carbon emissions in the economic
transition. They emphasized declined intensity and industrial structures reduced carbon emissions mostly.
Zheng, Mi, et al. (2019) showed not only gains in energy efficiency reduced emission, but also deceleration
of economic growth and changes in consumption patterns made large contributions in emission deceleration in the new phase of economic development. Most studies suggest the economic transition provides
opportunities and can make large contributions to emissions mitigation.
A further look at Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration study area, Zheng, Mi, et al. (2019) paid attention to
water-carbon nexus issues, and revealed the inequality and imbalance of the Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration. The indicated cities in Hebei province were energy suppliers and stayed at a disadvantage in carbon
emissions mitigation. Mi et al. (2019) studied 11 cities in Hebei province, calculating and comparing their
consumption-based emissions. They found more than half of emissions were embodied in imports and
suggested that there was a need to strengthen interregional cooperation for carbon mitigation. Both of
them accounted for single-year consumption-based emissions, which cannot reveal the emissions variations. Some scholars considered the temporal heterogeneity and explored its emission changes as well. But,
most of them only focused on regional or provincial level. For instance, J. Chen et al. (2019) studied CO2
emissions patterns in the Jing-Jing-Ji region from 2002 to 2012. Fan et al. (2019) used the same spatial scales
and described driving factors from the regional levels. C. Wang et al. (2019) focused on the direct and indirect carbon emissions of residential consumption-based emissions in Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei province.
However, there is still a lack of city-level analysis in Jing-Jin-Ji emissions patterns as well as its emission
variations driving factors, which this study addressed the issue.

3. Methods and Data Source
3.1. Consumption-Based Carbon Emission Accounting
To account for consumption-based emissions, first, we constructed the CO2 emissions inventory according
to reference (IPCC, 2006; Shan et al., 2017, 2019; Shan, Guan, Hubacek, et al., 2018; Shan, Guan, Zheng,
et al., 2018). We then applied the EEIOA method to account for carbon emissions from consumption
perspective.
American economist Wassily W. Leontief first proposed and founded the input-output model, which reveals
the trade flow between different sectors through the supply chain (Leontief, 1986). With the multi-regional
input-output (MRIO) table, the equation can be expressed as:
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To account for the environmental impact, we introduced emission intensity. Emission intensity
E
E is defined
as per unit output producing CO2 emissions. Then, the consumption-based CO2 emissions can be calculated
as follows:
(2)
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E E n;  I  A  E and F are the same as mentioned above, which repreemission inventory for sector in region
sent the Leontief inverse matrix and final demand, respectively. Notably, carbon emissions embodied in the
imports are not included in the study due to the high uncertainty of nesting the city-level MRIO model into
the global MRIO model.
1

3.2. Structural Decomposition Analysis
Structural decomposition analysis (SDA) is usually used to identify the drivers of CO2 emissions changes
(Casler & Rose, 1998; Xu & Dietzenbacher, 2014). Here, we decomposed the final demand
E
F into consumpE
tion structure
(Ys), consumption per capita
(Yc) and population
(P). The SDA equation with five driving
E
E
factors can be expressed as:
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where 1 and 0 represent the calculation period. In our study, 0 refers to the year 2012, and 1 refers to the year
2015. Δ denotes the change of the factor during the period. Usually, five factors have 5! = 120 decomposition forms. Here, we address this issue based on the average of two polar decompositions (Dietzenbacher &
Los, 1998). The influence of each factor can be respectively illustrated as:
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where
E
CE indicates the impact from emission intensity changes;
E
C L represents the impact of changes
in production structure;
E
CYs refers to the impact due to consumption structure changes;
E
CYCE and CP
represents the impact of changes in per capita consumption and population, respectively. The sum of the
changes of CO2 emissions in five factors is equal
E to C.
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Figure 1. The consumption-based carbon emissions of 13 cities in 2012 and 2015. The figure shows the total of each city's consumption-based carbon
emissions (a), per capita consumption-based carbon emissions (b), consumption-based carbon emissions of per unit final demand(c). The city ranking is in
descending order of gross domestic product (GDP) per capita in 2015. Mt means million tonnes, t means tonne, and g means gram.

3.3. Data Source and Process
The city-level multiregional input-output tables wereconstructed adopting the maximum-entropy approach
to build. The construction method can be found in reference (Zheng et al., 2021). The statistical data such as
exports and imports and transport data are from China's customs data and national railway statistical data.
The constructed Jing-Jin-Ji city-level MRIO table includes 41 areas: 11 cities in Hebei province and 30 provinces and municipalities in China. Each area contains 42 economic sectors, which is the same as the provincial IO table in China. We combined 42 sectors into 6 sectors. The aggregated sectors are shown in Table S1.
Both the city-level MRIO tables of 2012 and 2015 were compiled using current year prices. Therefore, to
eliminate the influence of price, we chose 2012 as the price benchmark year and converted the prices of
2015 MRIO table into 2012 prices. Here, we used different sector price indexes in each area, including the
agriculture producer price index, the industry producer price index, the fixed asset investment price index
and the consumer price index. For 11 cities in Hebei province, the province's price indexes were unified
used. The mentioned data are all from the statistic yearbooks of provinces and cities. The official data of
population and regional GDP are all from China's statistic yearbook.

4. Results
4.1. Consumption-Based CO2 Emissions in 13 Cities
The total consumption-based emissions of Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration slightly decreased, from 758.9 Mt
in 2012 to 747.2 Mt in 2015. Beijing and Tianjin were the two largest contributors of total consumption-based
emissions in Jing-Jin-Ji, contributing to 51.4% in 2012, and slightly more, 52.1% in 2015 (Figure 1a). But in
2012, the consumption-based emissions of Beijing shrunk slightly by 3.0%, and Tianjin overtook Beijing as
the largest contributor (196.6 Mt CO2). Compared with Beijing and Tianjin, the consumption-based emissions of cities in Hebei province were significantly lower. Shijiazhuang was the largest contributor to consumption-based emissions in Hebei province, while Hengshui was the smallest. The consumption-based
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emissions in Beijing (198.8 Mt CO2) were more than 17 times those of Hengshui (11.5 Mt CO2) in 2012, and
this gap shrunk to 15 times in 2015. Although Beijing and Tianjin's total consumption-based emissions were
similar, their annual per capita consumption-based emissions varied widely (Figure 1b). The per capita
consumption-based carbon emissions in Beijing (9.6 t CO2 per person) were only equal to three-quarters of
Tianjin (13.6 t CO2 per person) in 2012, and both of them saw a decrease of 7.6% and 6.3%, respectively in
2015. This may be due to Tianjin having poor public transport and infrastructure compared with Beijing,
and per capita carbon emissions were higher. With the construction of low-carbon cities, per capita carbon
emissions should gradually decline (Bhoyar et al., 2014).
In addition, all of the cities per final demand of consumption-based carbon emissions in Hebei province
were higher than Beijing and Tianjin in 2012 and 2015 (Figure 1c). Per final demand of consumption-based
emissions, also named multiplier, is calculated from consumption-based emissions divided by final demand. Not the same as emission intensity, which only reflects direct production-based emissions efficiency,
the multiplier indicates the total embodied emissions of each Yuan expenditure (Wood & Dey, 2009). As we
can see, the per final demand of consumption-based emissions in Tangshan (268.3 g CO2 per Yuan) was up
to 2.8 times that of Beijing (96.0 g CO2 per Yuan), while their per capita emissions were similar. It reveals
that the industry aggregation in Beijing and Tianjin has more significant economies of scale, which boosts
productivity growth and reduces emissions per Yuan of consumption. Compared to 2012, most cities' consumption-based emissions per final demand declined significantly. Tangshan, Shijiazhuang, and Baoding
decreased by 13.1%, 9.1%, and 11.1%, respectively in 2015. It can be seen that people's consumption structure has changed to be cleaner. In general, people living in megacities have more opportunities to access
and prefer low-carbon lifestyles, such as the demand for the service industry. Less developed regions are
more dependent on high carbon emissions products like agricultural and energy consumption. Along with
economic development, the rapid growth of per final demand consumption-based emissions in Jing-Jin-Ji
will decrease continually.
From the perspective of sector characteristics (Figure 2a), there is not so much difference in key sectors of
consumption-based carbon emissions in various cities, which concentrated on the construction sectors. The
construction sector was the largest contributor to Tianjin's consumption-based carbon emissions during
2012 and 2015, accounting for 52.0% of the total emissions in 2012, increasing to 68.6% in 2015. With the rapid increase in urban construction under the new normal era, the increase of construction-related emissions
offset the heavy industry and agriculture mitigation and led to Tianjin having higher consumption-based
emissions in 2015. As for Beijing, both the services and construction sectors shaped the consumption-based
carbon emissions, accounting for 38.6% and 28.5% in 2012, respectively, and construction-related carbon
emissions grew consistently, reaching 37.3% in 2015 due to public infrastructure construction. The proportion in consumption-based emissions induced by services was more than twice that of Tianjin and seven
times that of Tangshan, reflecting more demand for the service sector in Beijing than in other cities.
Figure 2b highlights the distinct role and change trends in consumption-based emissions and production-based emissions from 2012 to 2015 in each city. The proportion indicates each cities carbon emissions
accounted for how much (percent) in Jin-Jin-Ji total consumption-based and production-based emissions.
It was calculated by each cities consumption-based or production-based carbon emissions divided by total
emissions, respectively. The cities beyond the dotted line show that their proportion of production-based
emissions is higher than it in consumption-based emissions, while the cities below the dotted line refer
to lower production-based emissions rates than the consumption-based ones. It can be clearly seen that
Tangshan, Shijiazhuang, Handan were typical suppliers in the Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration, due to its
heavy manufactory structure. Tangshan was responsible for a quarter of Jing-Jin-Ji's total production-based
carbon emissions in 2012, decreasing to 21.4% in 2015. It is followed by Shijiazhuang and Handan, whose
emissions accounted for 12.1%and 11.1% of total consumption-based emissions, respectively. In our study
period, there was a weakening trend in Tangshan as a carbon supplier. At the same time, Handan's and
Shijiazhuang's production-based emissions rose consistently, and Handan overtook Shijiazhuang becoming
the second-largest production-based contributor in the Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration. By contrast, Beijing
and Tianjin were the two biggest consumers over the 3 years. Beijing contributed over 26.2% of total consumption-based emissions in 2012, but less than 10% of total production-based emissions. Compared with
Beijing, Tianjin was not only a consumer but also a supplier. It was responsible for 15% of production-based
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Figure 2. Consumption-based CO2 emissions of aggregated sectors in 13 cities in 2012 and 2015 (a), and the proportion
of consumption-based emissions and production-based emissions (b). Mt means million tonnes.

emissions and both production-based and consumption-based emissions increased slightly from 2012 to
2015.
4.2. Emissions Embodied in Trade
Trade-related carbon emissions in Jing-Jin-Ji were 362.2 Mt in 2012, decreasing to 341.2 Mt in 2015, of
which 64.5% emissions were from Tangshan, Tianjin, Shijiazhuang, and Handan in 2012, and the proporBAI ET AL.
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tion increased to 66.7% in 2015. Among them, Tangshan was the largest contributor: trade-related emissions to Jing-Jin-Ji were 80.5 Mt CO2
in 2012, only 20.9% of which used to meet its own demands. Although
the trade-related emissions had decreased, 20.1% of carbon emissions in
Tangshan were still used to supply other cities in 2015. By contrast, Tianjin was the second-largest supplier, but with more than 90% of its embodied carbon emissions used for local production in 2012.
In terms of net carbon emissions (Figure 3), from 2012 to 2015, the net
carbon flow of the Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration remained largely unchanged, except for the reflux between Tangshan and Handan. In the
economic transition, manufactory-based cities such as Tangshan, Shijiazhuang, and Handan were still located upstream of the supply chain,
providing high emission intensity raw materials for cities in the Jin-Jin-Ji
urban agglomeration. Tangshan, Handan, and Shijiazhuang generated
53.7 Mt net carbon emissions in 2012, and this figure increased to 58.8 Mt
in 2015. Tangshan's net export carbon emission was 38.8 Mt, dropping by
23.8% in 2015. More than half of these net emissions flowed in Baoding,
Beijing, and Shijiazhuang. Handan was the second-largest net outflow
supplier, supplying 11 cities with about 10.9 Mt in 2012, and increasing
sharply to supplying 12 cities totaling 22.8 Mt in 2015. This is because
of the sharp increase in Handan's emission intensity due to undertook
the high carbon-intensive factories from Beijing, causing carbon transfer
reflux from inflowing 1.7 Mt in 2012 to outflowing 0.9 Mt in 2015. In addition, Beijing and Tianjin were at the end of the supply chain, inflowing
17.1 Mt and 7.9 Mt net trade-related carbon emissions from upstream
cities like Tangshan and Handan in 2012. It reveals that Beijing and Tianjin exported low-carbon products while importing high-carbon products
through inter-city trade. The advantages and disadvantages of city carbon
mitigation did not change substantially in the economic transition era.
The largely hidden emissions were still from high emission intensity cities to low emission intensity cities. Low carbon-intensive cities like Beijing and Tianjin reduced their mitigation pressures through interregional
trade, while high carbon-intensive cities in Hebei province undertook
more mitigation stress.

Figure 3. Changes in emissions flow in the Jing-Jin-Ji urban
agglomeration from 2012 to 2015. The color represents emission intensity
in 13 cities. The size of arrows indicates the number of net flows between
cities. Mt means million tonnes.

BAI ET AL.

The heavy industrial sector and energy sectors were the primary source
of trade-related carbon emissions in Jing-Jin-Ji, driven by the demand
from Tianjin and Shijiazhuang through the supply chain. Heavy industry
and energy emissions (Figures 4a and 4c) accounted for 84.7% of the total trade-related carbon emissions in 2012 and 84.3% in 2015. For heavy
industry, 72.2% of carbon emissions were from Tangshan, Shijiazhuang,
Tianjin and Handan in 2012, and saw minimal change by 2015 at 72.5%.
Tangshan was the largest heavy industry-related carbon supplier, accounting for 27.9% in 2012 and 23.1% in 2015 of trade-related heavy industry emissions. Handan over took Shijiazhuang and Tianjin, supplying
about 19.9% of heavy industry emissions in 2015. The construction sector
was responsible for 63.9% and 63.2% of trade-related carbon emissions
from heavy industry in 2012 and 2015, respectively. This is because construction activity requires a lot of energy-intensive intermediate products, like iron, etc. In addition, Tianjin and Shijiazhuang were the pri-
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Figure 4. Carbon flows for heavy industry and energy sector in the Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration. The 2012 carbon flows for heavy industry (a) and carbon
flow for the energy industry (b). The 2015 carbon flows for heavy industry (c), and energy industry (d).

mary consumers in the heavy industry supply chain. But, heavy industry emissions driven by Tianjin and
Shijiazhuang decreased by 27.3% in 2015. It can be seen that heavy-industrial cities like Tangshan and
Handan, provided high carbon-intensive raw materials to meet demand in Tianjin and Shijiazhuang for
construction and heavy industrial activities.
A further look at the energy-related embodied carbon emissions (Figures 4b and 4d) shows that almost
123.8 Mt and 116.8 Mt were emitted in the energy sector in 2012 and 2015, respectively. Similarly, in 2012,
construction-induced emissions accounted for 34.5% of total energy-related emissions, and service-induced
emissions accounted for 23.6%. Tianjin, Tangshan, and Shijiazhuang were both on the supply and demand
sides of the energy supply chain, accounting for 56.4% of energy trade-related emissions in 2012 and increasing to 57.9% in 2015. However, 51.8% and 48.7% of energy-related emissions were released for their own
construction and service sector demands in 2012 and 2015, respectively. Unlike heavy industry, Tianjin was
the largest producer and consumer in energy-related carbon emissions, indicating that Tianjin's power supply
mainly went to meet its local demand. In sum, Tangshan, Shijiazhuang, and Tianjin shaped Jing-Jin-Ji's main
carbon supply chain both from the production and consumption sides. Therefore, more attention needs to be
paid to these cities and high-carbon sectors, if the mitigation targets of Jing-Jin-Ji are to be met.

4.3. The Driving Force in Consumption-Based Carbon Emissions Changes
In China's economic transition, emission intensity is the most important factor to restrain the growth of
total carbon emission in the Jing-Jin-Ji, which reduced consumption-based emissions by 13.5% of emissions from 2012 to 2015 (Figure 5). The decline of emission intensity offset the increase in carbon emissions caused by consumption structure (+10.8 Mt), per capita consumption (+64.6 Mt), and population
BAI ET AL.
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Figure 5. Drivers of changes in consumption-based emissions in 13 cities from 2012 to 2015. The color represents different driving forces. The width of the
column corresponds to the number of carbon emissions. Mt means million tonnes.

(+34.4 Mt). From the city perspective, the decline in consumption-based emissions was mainly driven by
Beijing and Tianjin with a contribution rate of 27.9% and 25.7% of total emissions, respectively. This can be
mainly attributed to the strict policy and administrative capacity in the economic transition era. During the
12th 5-year plan (2010–2015), Tianjin shut down small thermal power plants and was strenuous in its efforts
to develop new energy and new materials, including green batteries, wind power (Tianjin Development
and Reform Commission, 2012a, 2012b). Beijing also put more emphasis on the low-carbon transition in
energy structure. But, the rapid decline in Beijing's emission intensity was largely dependent on the relocation of heavy industry factories to Hebei and Tianjin as well (Beijing Municipal Ecology and Environment
Bureau, 2014). For instance, the Capital Iron and Steel Company and Beijing Lingyun Chemical Plant, both
resource-intensive industries with high energy consumption, have been relocated to Hebei province. The
relocation of these industries hinders emission intensity from declining in cities of Hebei province. It can be
seen in Figure 5 that Tangshan, Shijiazhuang, and Baoding only reduced their carbon emissions by 8.6 Mt,
9.4 Mt, 8.4 Mt due to changes in emission intensity.
Moreover, under the economic transition, the change in production structure was another driver of consumption-based emissions reduction, cutting about 18.9 Mt CO2 in total. The inhibiting effect of changes in production structure indicates that Jing-Jin-Ji urban agglomeration was more to optimize of production structure.
The change in Tianjin's production structure had the largest contributions to emissions mitigation in the JingJin-Ji urban agglomeration, with a decrease of 8.9 Mt CO2. In the economic transition, Tianjin used its obvious
advantages by developing an export-oriented economy and focused on the development of its tertiary industry.
In 2015, the tertiary industry of Tianjin first overtook the secondary sector and became the leading industry.
BAI ET AL.
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The optimization of the production structure led to massive carbon emissions reduction in Tianjin. However,
changes in production structure in Tangshan and Handan had very little effect, reducing emissions by 1.6 Mt
CO2 respectively, and production structure changes in Shijiazhuang reduced only 1.1 Mt CO2 as well. There
is a great potential for cities in Hebei province to reduce emissions through upgrading production structure.
Conversely, changes in per capita consumption and population growth were the primary forces to increase
consumption-based emissions of 64.6 Mt CO2 and 34.4 Mt CO2, respectively. Compared with cities in Hebei
province, the growth of population had the largest effect on increasing Beijing and Tianjin carbon emissions,
especially Tianjin leading with 17.6 Mt. This is mainly due to the population growth rate of Tianjin reached
up 9.5%, nearly double that of Beijing from 2012 to 2015. It should be notice that although population
growth had little effect on cities in Hebei province, the population aggregation in Beijing and Tianjin also
led to carbon emissions increasing to undeveloped cities. The higher carbon demand led by Beijing and
Tianjin would transfer to cities in Hebei province through supply chain. Thus, Beijing and Tianjin should
assume more responsibility for regional emissions mitigation. In addition, the extreme imbalance between
the megacities and undeveloped cities in terms of professional expertize also further limits the effectiveness
of mitigation. Professional and technical skills are far too concentrated in Beijing and Tianjin. Due to the
lack of expertize in new technology, industry development in Hebei province is restricted to low technology
and high carbon-intensive industries. In order to deal with this imbalance, policies are needed in Hebei that
will attract the right kind of expertize as well as promote skilled labor mobility across the Jing-Jin-Ji urban
agglomeration. The infrastructure and public service facilities in Hebei province need to be strengthened as
well, so as to retain its skilled workforce to develop its high-tech industry.

5. Conclusions
Our results show that the total consumption-based carbon emissions of Jing-Jin-Ji have decreased during
2012–2015. A further look at cities, there is a declining trend in most cities, such as Beijing, Shijiazhuang,
and Tangshan (Figure 1). Although decreasing trends are the theme, emissions in Tianjin and partially undeveloped cities of Hebei province have increased slightly. The results show similarities with previous studies. For instance, Fan et al., (2019) revealed the consumption-based emissions fluctuation in Beijing from
1997-2012, which increased first and then decreased, and the CO2 emissions of both Tianjin and Hebei have
been shown continued growth in their study period. In our study, we extended the time period to 2015 and
found the general decreasing trend is continuing. Only some undeveloped cities of Hebei showed the opposite situation. We also find that substantial carbon leakage has been transferred to cities in Hebei province
for mega cities such as Beijing and Tianjin. Particularly in Tangshan of Hebei province, the largest supplier
in selected city agglomeration, more than one-fifth of net carbon flowed to Beijing and Tianjin in 2012 and
2015 (Figures 2 and 3). The same phenomenon can be also seen in Zheng, Zhang, et al., 2019 results: Beijing
and Tianjin led by consumption-based carbon emissions, while cities in Hebei province acted as suppliers.
In the economic transition, although the consumption-based CO2 emissions decreased, the carbon flow
direction didn't change, which points to cities in Hebei province were facing increasing challenges in future
mitigation measurements, if there demand from consumption side was not changed.
When looking into driving forces that affected consumption-based carbon emissions, five driving factors
impact on 13 cities differently (Figure 5). First, emission intensity is found as the largest trigger of Jing-Jin-Ji
carbon emissions deceleration as a whole. Until now, effort made in energy mix has already benefited JingJin-Ji to a large extent. For example, due to improving the use of secondary energy sources, such as coke,
gasoline, diesel, Beijing, and Tianjin reduced large CO2 emissions (Yu et al., 2021). But, although emissions
intensity of both Beijing and Tianjin have declined obviously, cities in Hebei province still have room for
that. Not just the emission intensity, we also find despite the energy consumption per GDP (energy consumption intensity) has decreased, but it still stayed at a high level (Jia, 2017). Compared with megacities
such as Beijing and Tianjin, cities of Hebei are found at a lower speed in emission mitigation actions. This
is partially caused by historical economic development such as heavy industry is one of the pillar industries
of those areas. The movement toward industrial optimization and further emission reduction demand more
restrictive and powerful measurements from top-down, otherwise those mitigations target in undeveloped
cities are hardly achieved in the short term. Third, we still need to note that population growth is another
potential factor that upgrading emission, especially for the booming population of megacities that may furBAI ET AL.
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ther transfer their additive carbon emission to undeveloped cities. Therefore, the unbalanced development
of city agglomeration is also an unavoidable issue to be addressed in the future.
In general, although the results are not representative of all the cities in China, the information provided is
of great importance to show the problem as well as opportunities for the carbon-intensive areas (especially
with unequal development). One of the policy implications is that we highlight the importance of developing subregional study in China, which is already pointed out in many previous studies but still demand
further information in city level. With series of national emission reduction targets proposed, how to fairly and reasonably allocate emission mitigation goals to sub-national regions has become an issue (Long
et al., 2021). In our study, we focused on city-level carbon emissions patterns from a consumption-based
perspective, which can fairly reveal each city's responsibility for emissions. Here, we suggest Beijing and
Tianjin need to undertake more responsibilities, and policymakers should attach importance to undeveloped cities in Hebei province when setting emissions reduction goals. Due to carbon leakage having an
impact on the neighboring cities, this study reminds that: when a city makes its plan to reduce carbon
emissions, particularly inside the urban agglomeration, should also consider the neighboring cities as well
(Yu et al., 2020). Another policy implication is that we revealed the temporal heterogeneity of emission
patterns and their driving factors. 2012–2015 is during the twelfth 5-year plan period, which is a stage to
transform the economic growth pattern. Knowing emissions patterns in this stage can help better understand the 13th 5-Year Plan (2016–2020) emissions mitigation achievements and instruct 14th (2021–2025)
plan. Our results show Jing-Jin-Ji's total consumption-based carbon emissions decreased in the economic
transition. Declined emission intensity is the biggest cause of emissions deceleration. It implies the importance of improving energy efficiency and updating the energy mix, such as replacing coal with natural gas
and vigorously developing renewable energy. Finally, rapid urbanization promotes industrial growth, as
well as exerts great pressure on urban environment we are living in (P. P. Wang et al., 2021). By 2030, nearly
710 million residents will live in the urban agglomeration globally (United Nations, 2016), which implies
that reducing CO2 emissions will become a top priority in urban agglomerations in the future. In this sense,
understanding urban emission patterns from sub-regional will also be a research hotspot. We expect future
studies can show how to achieve subnational urban development planning with low carbon emission under
special economic development stages, which is also in line with the national carbon emission target.

Data Availability Statement
All datasets are available online (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4679349), including: (a) 2012 and 2015
Jing-Jin-Ji city-level MRIO_Table (41 Regions* 42 Sectors); (b) 2012 and 2015 Carbon inventory (41 Regions* 42 Sectors); (c) Price_Index (2012/2015). The updated MRIO table and CO2 inventory can be found
in China Emission Accounts and Datasets (https://www.ceads.net/) for free download. The Statistical Yearbooks Database is publicly available and can be downloaded in the (http://tongji.oversea.cnki.net/oversea/
engnavi/navidefault.aspx).
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